	
  	
  P reparation

for Birth- Birth Plan

These questions are designed to help you examine your feelings or possible fears. This will assist your
midwife(s) in helping you have the best birth experience possible. Please feel free to discuss any of these
confidential issues with your midwives(s). Please feel free to add a separate birth plan as well. Please
keep in mind that it is our experience that births go better when they are not set up with strict
expectations of how things will go, with parents having an attitude of some hopes along with a willingness
to be flexible as needed. Birth can’t be planned or regimented. Also for most women less people present
rather than more works better. Consider warning your support people that there is a chance you may
need more privacy at times. Please arrive with your main support person only for your first labor
assessment. Others can be called after you are sure you are staying. Consider not calling a lot of people
in labor. We are animals-most animals seek privacy and solitude in labor. This helps us orchestrate our
birth hormones perfectly and aids in keeping labor normal. Conversely, some women do better with a few
more carefully chosen support people. Also many first time parents want a lot of people to come in right
after delivery. On the second baby they tend to protect the first hour or two as their private bonding
time with their new baby before celebrating and sharing the joy with other family and friends. Please
think about this as you make your plans. Ask yourself how invited people will help you and be sure you
really need them rather than that you feel you “should” invite them. Each woman and family is
individual and these are only recommendations. Please decide what is best for you and your family.
This worksheet is optional. Please feel free to add pages or skip any questions.
1.

What are your hopes, dreams, and aspirations about this birth?

2.

What would your perfect birth be like? What would you settle for?

3.

What are your greatest fears about this birth?

4. What if labor takes a very long time? How do you cope under stress? With fears? With pain?
With fatigue?

5.

What do you need or want most from your midwives? From your partner?

6.

List some things that relax you that could help in labor. (I.e., places you like to be touched,
things that soothe you, music you like, etc.)

7.

List things that might aggravate or annoy you in labor.

8.

If you had a previous negative birth experience, how do you imagine this will be different?
What can be done to make it different?

9.

Have you ever been emotionally, sexually, or physically abused or had a negative experience
that might affect your birth experience?

10. List your strengths and weaknesses. How may these help or hinder you in labor?

11. When you were growing up and thought about having a baby, what did you think about? What
did your mother tell you about birth, having babies, and breastfeeding? What kind of
relationship do you presently have with your mother?

12. Do you know that we can’t deliver before 37 weeks or after 42? Labors in these date ranges need
to take place in a hospital. M ost babies deliver within our date ranges. How would you
feel if natural or medical measures were needed to encourage labor to take place within these
dates?

13. How would you feel if you needed to transfer to the hospital in labor?

14. What is your spiritual orientation?

15. Do you have any other comments that might help us to help you?

